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We come into this life with strengths, talents and a personality as unique as a 

fingerprint. As we experience FEAR, LOVE, & SELF, we create a picture of our life full of 

various colors and images that represent us – we are a masterpiece. As we live this life, 

we create a colorful portrait full of experiences. Our goal, whether we know it or not, is to 

find our unique FLOW.  Experiences come in and we often move or don’t move based on 

our FEAR. Our Foundation is in LOVE – we desire it, we need it, we hope for it, we seek 

after it, we embrace it, we fear it. Our identity is tied into our SELF – who we are, how we 

label ourselves and others, that which defines our values, our careers, our family, our “I 

AM …”  

 

When everthing is going smoothly, life is happy, sychronities and serendipidous 

moments happen constantly, it’s then that we are in FLOW with what we are meant to do 

at that time – our mission, our purpose, our passion. When we can redefine how we see 

LOVE, FEAR, & SELF in a harmonious way, we create FLOW. This is where pure joy and 

happiness resides. In our hearts – in following that which lights us up in side, in speaking 

our truth, in standing tall and boldly regardless of others. In the center of it all, we find 

FLOW and become magical – where we can WALK ON WATER.  To help us get there – 

lets redefine how we see FEAR, LOVE, SELF and FLOW … 
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L.O.V.E (Live Open; Value Everything) – Our Foundation 

 Without being able to live with an open mind, we hinder our growth. We miss the 

signs, and we lose sight of our passions and strengths. Living open to any and all 

possibilities keeps your brains neurons firing and creating new connections. And when we 

can find value in every situation, we let go of blame, we let go of needing to be right, and 

we can simply find peace. It is from this place of LOVE, this “LOVE Bridge” is what 

connects us to the things we don’t yet know. I believe you don’t know what you don’t 

know. Hearing that one sentence was a pivotal moment in my life – a life shifting moment.  

 

Chapter 2: F.E.A.R (Focusing Energy on Alternate Realties) 

 We need to let go of FEAR, if only for the time you put into this book. Read it with 

an open mind and when FEAR creeps its ugly voice in your thoughts, you tell it to leave. 

You know that FEAR is just Focus Energy on Alternate Realities. We can only live in this 

moment, right now, and right now, and right now. That is all there really is – so what will 

you do with your right now? 

 

S.E.L.F (Seeking Evolution and Live Fully) 

 We are here to Seek Evolution & Live Fully – that is the secret to happiness, 

success, joy, fulfillment, etc. When we can see that we are here to rotate between 

learning, failing, learning, growing, failing again, growing, and in the end we grew more 

than we would have if we did not live this life, then we have understood the SELF. We 

could write a book – maybe just a short book, but nonetheless a book, that asked and 

answered the question, “What did you learn in your life?” and “So, how did I do?” When 

we can see that we learned, we took chances, listened, failed, experiences, lost, won, 

hurt, etc. only then did we live fully. We looked after our gifts, loved them, nurtured them, 

and built them up; even when we were the only one doing it! In the end, can we say we 

lived to our potential?  
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F.L.O.W (Following Life’s Opportunities Wholeheartedly) 

 Often we can observe successful and/or happy the people who did it! The found 

FLOW!! We see it and don’t even recognize that it is available to us ALL!! We think they 

are an anomaly – but they are just in their FLOW – they Followed Life’s Opportunities 

Wholeheartedly! FLOW is about seeing all the signs around you, directly directing you to 

your bliss, you honor those signs, you follow your bliss. When we can detach ourselves 

form the outcome and step, with courage, into moments we may FEAR we will see 

change. What seems like serendipitous synchronicities will start to happen and land you 

just further and faster into your strengthening your strengths, talents, and passion! You 

will find yourself surrounded by people who build you up, and you them. There is 

momentum to the project, the goal, the idea, or the movement, and there is effortlessness 

to it all. Time seems to fly by when you are in FLOW.  When we admire others in FLOW, 

what we are admiring is that energy, because our souls yearn for it too, it is attractive and 

contagious!   

  

 When we are in FLOW, life is so good. We are serving others, we are in love with 

every moment of everyday, even when its hard, or sad, or too much – in these moments, 

we find the value in all things, we grow, we learn, we adapt to make our strengths, our 

passion and our purpose more clear, more defined. We can all live in FLOW and we 

should aim to live in FLOW. When we shine bright, we can create miracles by the 

amazing energy of a collective group of like-minded, loving, accepting, positive 

intentioned people who will be attracted to your light. Miracles will happen all around you, 

and you will step back, smile, feel your light grow, and say, “Wow, I co-created that with 

some amazing people!” 

 

 


